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By Jesse Arnold

mutual interest in horses is what brought my parents together. After theyA married on April 19, 1935, Tom and Fanny Arnold founded the Idle Hour
Stable that summer on the site of the former Stanford Dairy.

When my parents were looking for a place to locate their stable, Mr. Manuel C.
Pereira owned the Stanford Dairy. He wanted to move to the San Joaquin Valley
to have room to expand the dairy. My dad helped milk the cows while Mr. Pereira
went to find his new location.

The dairy was on land owned by Mrs. William C. Wilbur, whose husband had been
the owner of the Stanford Dairy until his death in 1933. The dairy was located on
4.5 acres bounded by Lucky, Avy, Cloud, and Liberty Park Avenues. Continued

Memories of the Idle Hour Stable

These bareback riders, four of the Arnold five, were ( left to right): Michael,
Emily, Henry and Jesse on the gentle horse Martha in 1946. (Sally was too
young to ride.) Rental horses were saddled up at the barn in background.
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The Idle Hour Stable rented horses, offered hay rides
and boarded horses. My dad trained horses, hauled
horses (and other livestock), and bought, sold and traded
horses. The stable offered riding lessons. My mom may
have been one of the instructors in the early years.

According to my sister Emily, our dad could be
described as a “horse whisperer.” He certainly liked
working with horses and had developed a rapport with
them. He preferred to train a horse by being patient
and gentle. Before opening the stable with my mom,
dad had worked as a cowboy, ranch foreman and
employee of a riding stable.

My mom started riding western style at 13, but also
learned to ride English style. When she was in high
school she had the opportunity to ride a winning
jumping horse owned by her riding instructor. Mom
was the one who kept the books for the Idle Hour
Stable. She had five children between 1936 and 1945
which curtailed her riding career.

The stable rented horses by the hour. In the 1930s the
charge was $1 for the first hour and 50 cents for each
additional hour. Riders were given these rules: “Walk
your horse for the first and last half mile and NEVER
RUN your horse.” Back then, customers could ride a loop

out Sand Hill Road to Walsh Road (it connected with
Sand Hill then) and back to the stable on the Alameda.

I don’t know exactly when the stable stopped renting
horses, but I do know that by the end of World War II
the rental part of the business had been ended, probably
due to more traffic in the area. 

Horses eat a lot of hay. In the 1930s, my dad harvested
hay from nearby fields using a horse-powered mowing
machine. When it came time to bale the hay, he wanted
to speed up the process. He mounted a horse powered
hay press on a modified automobile so he could use
the engine to power the hay press. A farm publication
of the time even ran a photo of his unique hay press
with an explanatory caption.

The surrounding streets of the Idle Hour Stable were: top-Avy Ave.; right-Cloud Ave.; bottom-Liberty Park Ave. with
farmhouse built by John Murray in 1885; and left-Lucky Ave. On the upper left on Lucky Ave. is John Murray's
barn from 1885. It had the office for the Idle Hour Stable. To the right of that barn is what had been the milking
barn for Stanford Dairy, built after 1890. Lower left on Lucky Ave. is the barn for boarding horses. It was probably
moved there from the Sharon Estate. —Photo by Mr. Ben Hatfield, May 1949.

Business card, front and back,
for Tom Arnold and the Idle
Hour Stable.
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One of the fields where dad cut hay was the Maloney
hay field, now known as Oakdell Manor. All the hay
dad cut was volunteer, meaning it came up on its own.
Most of the hay was wild oats descended from oats
brought in by the Spaniards. 

Of course hay had to be purchased as well. My parents
bought hay from Mr. & Mrs. John Greer of Palo Alto.
I remember Mrs. Greer worked as hard as her husband
unloading a truckload of hay bales by hand.

A pile of hay bales gave us kids a good place to play.
We would climb up the pile, run around the top of it
and jump off. We had more room to play than anyone
else in the neighborhood, so kids usually came to our
place to play.

With the rationing of gas and tires during WWII, dad’s
livestock hauling was reduced. We survived the war
years, in part, by producing much of our own food.
Dad had a well drilled near Cloud Avenue to supply
water for a large victory garden.

We had a milk cow, so we had a steady supply of
fresh milk and cream. My mother made butter and
cottage cheese. We had a flock of Bantam chickens.
The eggs were small, but we always had enough. Dad
raised and butchered a pig every year.

In 1943 the Bank of America must have thought my
parents were credit worthy because the bank paid off
Mrs. Wilbur for the balance owed on the property and
my parents got a mortgage from the bank.

One customer of the stable who was remembered by
my sister Emily was a well-to-do Chinese-American
lady named Mrs. Kai Kee. She had a daughter who
was a year older than Emily. Emily liked getting the
daughter's outgrown dresses that Mrs. Kai Kee kindly
passed along.

Mr. Messner boarded his horse at the stable. He was
a retired traveling salesman who liked to tell stories about
the days “when a dollar bill was as big as a blanket.”
(Long ago, the dimensions of a dollar bill were larger.)

Marie Blairsdale boarded her horse at the stable. She
worked sewing fur coats for a furrier in Palo Alto. She
called her Studebaker coupe her “puddle jumper” and
would say that people having a chat were “chipping their
teeth.” Mom and Marie became good friends. They worked
on sewing projects together and went riding together.

My dad hauled horses and other livestock. There were
two main reasons he was kept busy hauling horses:
1. Some horses, that are perfectly docile to ride, do
not want to go into a truck or trailer. There never was
a horse that dad couldn’t load.  2. Some horse owners
did not want to have their money tied up in a horse
trailer or couldn't afford to buy one.

After the war, dad bought a new Dodge truck and had
a custom body put on it with room for four horses and
a sleeping compartment over the cab. On the side in
big red letters it said, HORSEMAN'S EXPRESS and
in smaller black letters it said, TOM ARNOLD,
MENLO PARK, CALIF.

Most of my dad’s local trips were to horse shows at
the Hidden Villa or the Menlo Circus Club. He also
hauled horses to polo matches at the Circus Club.
Dad wasn’t a regular polo player, but he did get to
play in practice matches occasionally.

I enjoyed going to all the horse shows, but the most
fun was getting to go on a long distance trip. I enjoyed
going on a trip to Fort Bragg, but the best one was our
trip to Soda Springs near Donner Summit. After the
horses were delivered, we drove along the shore of
Lake Tahoe on our way home. 

The Thatcher School in Ojai is a prep school that
encouraged students to bring their horse to school. My
dad had one or two customers in Atherton with sons
enrolled in the school. Dad would haul their horses

This barn had an office in it and was headquarters for
the Idle Hour Stable. Emily Arnold, about one year old,
is in foreground, and house in background, about 1937.
The sign on the barn wall (not legible in photo) gives
the rules for rental horse riders. The number one rule:
“Never run your horse.”
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to school in the fall and bring them back in June.

When he was 12, our neighbor John Kiefer was thrilled
to go on a trip with dad hauling a horse to the Santa
Anita racetrack in Southern California. They left early
in the morning and delivered the horse by late after-
noon and headed for home. They got a little north of
Santa Barbara before they had to stop for the night.
They parked next to the road, crawled under a fence
and slept next to a haystack.

My sister Emily has happy memories of her trip with
our dad to Jack London’s former ranch in the Valley
of the Moon.

The Dominican nuns at the Corpus Christi Monastery
on Oak Grove Avenue had a milk cow. Once a year
my dad would haul their milk cow to be bred. Every
year after they had paid the bill for the haul, the nuns
assured dad that they would pray for him. 

All stables produce a valuable byproduct: horse
manure to be used as fertilizer. One day in 1949, Mr.
Hatfield, the photographer, offered to sell one of his
aerial photographs to my dad for ten dollars. The
photo showed the area along the Alameda from

Valparaiso to Liberty Park Ave. The Idle Hour Stable
is shown clearly in the lower right-hand corner of
the photo. (See page 2.)

Dad wanted the photo, but didn’t feel he could afford
to spend ten dollars for it. But he was a horse trader,
so he offered Mr. Hatfield a pickup load of manure for
the photo. Mr. Hatfield accepted the offer. 

By 1950 Menlo had become far more urban than it
was in 1935. A stable didn’t fit the neighborhood any
more. My parents closed the Idle Hour Stable. The
barns were torn down. We kept the house and the
block was subdivided. The first piece of property was
sold to Bethany Lutheran Church which is still there
as of 2016. m

Stud service
was provided
by Fandango,
a sorrel stallion
with flaxen mane
and tail. Tom
Arnold’s four-
horse truck is in
the background,

 


